Gifts and Meals

16. May I accept gifts, meals or handouts when I am attending a national professional meeting?

Yes. According to the policy, you may accept gifts, meals or items bearing industry logos provided as part of an off-site meeting of a professional society, where the items are incidental to attendance.

Examples:

Permitted - At a professional association meeting off-site, the honors dinner is incidental to your attendance. The cost of the dinner has been underwritten by industry. You are permitted under the policy to accept the meal.

Permitted - At a professional association meeting off-site, you are given a tote bag with paper, pens, and meeting manual. The bag and items are incidental to your attendance. You are permitted under the policy to accept these items.

17. May I attend an industry-sponsored dinner, assuming that the invited speaker is nationally known and an expert in her field?

Yes, you may attend the dinner and the presentation. However, you may not accept meals or gifts paid for by industry or its representatives.

18. May I accept meals while on a training rotation at a private provider’s office?

Yes. Students and residents who are assigned to off-site private medical, dental or other provider offices are not prohibited from accepting meals and hospitality provided by industry.

This exception does not apply to The Children’s Hospital of Denver, Denver Health Medical Center, National Jewish Medical and Research Center, University of Colorado Hospital, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center or another affiliated hospital or institution.

19. May I receive an award that bears the name of a pharmaceutical or other company?

Yes. The policy permits acceptance of a scientific, clinical or other achievement award, even if funded or named by industry.

20. Can my department accept a gift from industry?

Yes. The policy permits a school, department, division or center (“academic unit”) to receive unrestricted grants from industry to support teaching conferences, visiting professorships, grand rounds or other educational programs. Such funds from industry must be deposited in a central, conflict-free account that is managed at the level of the academic unit. The academic unit must retain sole discretion for distributing the funds in support of unbiased educational programming or scholarship; there can be no quid pro quo of any kind. Industry representatives may not select speakers or topics and may not pre-approve the content of educational programs, slides or educational handouts. Industry representatives also may not earmark contributions for specific recipients.

Additionally, an academic unit may create a conflict-free, central fund to support tuition, travel or participation in educational activities by faculty or trainees. Academic units may acknowledge receipt of gifts or unrestricted grants. Template language for acknowledgement and gifts are currently being developed.

Publications

21. May I use slides or materials prepared by industry in presentations that I present or papers that I author?

Yes, but with limitations. If you have determined the content to be appropriate and worth including in your presentation or paper and the slide is complex and difficult to otherwise reproduce, then you may include the slides/materials (including logos) with the proper citation in your publications and permission.

22. May I be listed as an author or co-author on industry sponsored papers, monographs or other publications?

No. HSC students, residents and faculty may not be listed as authors or co-authors on papers, monographs or other publications that are ghost-written by industry representatives.

Examples:

Not permitted – Industry representative has prepared draft publication.
Not permitted – Industry representative has prepared bibliography.
Not permitted – Industry representative has selected the results to be included.

At all times, any industry support received must be disclosed in the publication.

Samples for Patients

23. Does the policy preclude accepting drug samples for distribution to patients?

No. Free or discounted drug samples or drug purchase vouchers may be distributed to clinical care units in accordance with specified hospital policies.

However, individual HSC students, residents and faculty members may not accept free or discounted drug samples, medical devices or other supplies from industry or industry representatives.

24. May faculty members utilize industry-prepared dosing charts, clinical guidelines or patient-education handouts that are supplied by industry?

Yes, the policy does not prohibit distribution of industry-branded educational guides or pamphlets to patients or health care providers, so long as the purpose is education, not marketing or promotion. A responsible faculty member must review the content of the guides to ensure that they provide balanced, evidence-based and objective information.
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1 AAMC defines “ghostwriting” as the provision of written material that is officially credited to someone other than the writer(s) of the material. Transparent writing collaboration with attribution between academic and industry investigators, medical writers, and/or technical experts is not ghostwriting.
7. Am I permitted to meet with industry representatives?

Yes. The policy provides that you can meet with industry representatives in accordance with this policy and other institutional policies. You may not accept gifts or meals as part of these meetings.

8. Can we accept equipment as a loan or as part of a research project?

Yes. This policy does not prohibit receipt of equipment or supplies by students, faculty or other investigators, when such equipment and supplies are necessary for the conduct of university-approved scientific research.

9. Does this policy replace the other COI (conflict of interest) policies?

No. This policy complements, but does not replace, other university, hospital and practice plan policies that govern conflicts of interest. The Office of Regulatory Compliance can assist you with interpretations and advise you on applicability of COI policies.

10. Who will answer my specific questions about a program, gift or other interaction with industry?

The health professional schools and the library faculty agree to form an interdisciplinary committee to assist in implementation of this policy, address questions regarding interpretation of the restrictions and recommend changes to the policy as needed. For now, address all questions about this policy to the Office of Regulatory Compliance at 303-724-1010 or COI@ucdenver.edu.

Compensation

11. May HSC students, residents or faculty members serve on a speaker’s bureau that is sponsored or supported by industry?

Yes, but only in limited circumstances. HSC students, residents and faculty may not participate in, or receive compensation for, talks through a speaker’s bureau if:

a) the content of the lectures, slides, references or educational handouts is subject to approval by industry representatives; or
b) the content of the lectures, slides, references or educational handouts does not represent a balanced and objective assessment of treatment options, or is not based on the best scientific evidence (as determined by the faculty member); or
c) the faculty member is offered compensation that is above fair-market value; or
d) the company provides honoraria or gifts to the attendees; or
e) the overall purpose of the lecture or course is marketing.

Example:

Permitted – The local chapter of the American Heart Association (AHA) has put together a series of lectures concerning preventive health issues and the audience is residents of Stapleton. AHA has accepted support from a local biopharma company to underwrite the series. You may present one of the lectures provided:

- you retain final approval of the materials;
- any honoraria provided is from AHA and is a fair-market value for your services;
- AHA is the provider of materials and items to attendees; and
- the purpose of the lecture is not marketing.

12. May faculty consult with industry or serve on advisory boards and receive compensation?

Yes. The policy does not preclude receipt of fair market compensation for specific services provided by a faculty member to a pharmaceutical corporation or medical device manufacturer, where compensation reflects time and effort and where expected work products are defined in advance in a written contract. Thus, contracts for consulting or participation on advisory boards are not prohibited by this policy. Faculty members must adhere to other institutional policies regarding outside activities.

13. May a faculty member endorse a product or combination of products or be part of a video to promote an industry product?

The University of Colorado Regent policy expressly prohibits explicit product endorsement and requires approval for other uses. Regent Policy 14-B (Use of University’s Name in Advertising) provides:

Consenting to the use of the University’s name in advertising involving explicit product endorsement is prohibited, and the use of the University’s name in advertising not involving product endorsement is permitted only with the express written approval of the President or his designated representative.

Education and Training

14. May I attend an educational conference at another university if it has industry sponsorship?

Yes. HSC students, residents or faculty are permitted to participate in professional development courses, fellowships or other educational programs, such as continuing education courses or professional meetings, held at other institutions or organizations, even if the educational program receives industry support. Students or residents who attend educational courses or programs must be selected by an academic unit (school, department, division or center) and must receive prior approval by the dean, department chair or division or section head, who must determine that the conference or training program has educational merit.

15. May Continuing Education activities on-campus utilize industry support?

Yes, provided the industry support is in accordance with the separate University and national guidelines that govern the program. “Continuing Education” refers to courses, workshops and symposiums that are accredited, that include participants and speakers from outside the University and that award continuing education credits. Continuing Education activities must be coordinated with the appropriate Continuing Education Office.

However, “recurring structured conferences,” such as tumor board meetings, grand rounds and mortality and morbidity conferences, are covered under this policy, even if continuing education credits are offered.